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Abstract

It has been suggested that cognitive style interacts with performance

on tasks measuring formal thought (Pascual.-Leone,_Note 1). it is hypo-

thesized that cognitive style interacts with task context rather than with

the unddriying formal thought processes. Experiments are reported to

clarify the type of task that elicits an interaction.and to determ(ne

Whether such interactions can be altered by instructiqn in formal, thought

'processes.

About 250 students age 12 to16 participated in one .1. three experi'.

ments.. Two tasks involving the separation of variables schema' but con-

trasting contexts' were administered to aLl subjects. In one context only

information necessary for applying the separation of variables schema was
e.

presented. In another context tJe relevant information was embedded in

irrelevant additional information: Cognitive style was measured in two

experiments. In one experiment, subjects taught the separation of variables

schema were compared to-uninstructed subjects. Results support the hypo-

thesis of.the'stud4: task context interacts with cognitive style and

training or separAtion of yariableS does not appreciably affect Performance

on irrelevant context tasks.
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A number of researchers have suggested that cognitive style or field

.ependency is an important factor in formal Operational thought (Witkin,

Moore, Goodenough, 6 Cox, 1977.,' Pascual-Leone, Note 1; Niemark, Note 2).

Severalhypotheses concerning theffect of cognitive stye on performance

have been put forth. Both Pascual-Leone and Witkin et al. suggest that

4

cognitive style interacts with selection of information to be processed.

Pascual-Leone (Note 1) points out that field dependent subjects see di. erent

A.information as salient for problem solving than field independent subjects.

According to Pascual-Leone,'in situations where conflictirs, information is

available the field dependent 011son often processes inappropriate infor-

,mation. Witkin et al. (1977) suggest that field dependent pectple are less

likely to use "mediators" or general prtnciples to govern thei information

processing system. As Niemark (Note 2) points, out, very few studies

specifically Correlate performance or 'formal operational- reasoning tasks

with cognitive style and these studies yield conflicting outcomes.

The series of experiments reported in this paper help to define what
k

is meant by "conflicting information" informal tasks and how tasks with

this characteristic are handled by subjects with different cognitive.stvies.

In particular, these studies suggest that cognitive style interacts with

question context in tasks requiring the separation of variable schema. It

is suggested that question context is a factor which might contribute to

low correlations. between formal operational reasoning tasks-(Linn, Note 3).

Tasks

The sqries-of.sudief reported in this paper all use two tasks devel--,
- //

fp .
..b.

oped by the aOthor. BOth tasks require the subject to use the separation
,

.
'

or variables schema dekribed by Inheldor and Piaget (1958). Detailed
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description of the'tasks-is found elsewhere (Levine ly Linn, 1977).

Both tasks involve spheres-rolling down a ramp. ) n the first task,
\

Controlling, the subject must decide_whether or not to control one variable

in an experiment; he is told.to find out which of two spheres is best for

hitting a target far." To be successful on Controlling, the subject must

1elease the two spheres ,from the same position. In the second task,

Screen, the subjectAt asked to analyze the results °of an uncontroll4d

experiment; he is asked whetherhehas enough' information to decide which

of the two spheres is the best for hitting a target far.. In this task

the two spheres are released from different positions but the actual release

of the spheres is concealed behind a screen. To be successful the subject,

must ?Ldicate thaethe release points coy different. Both Controlling

and 'Screen concern the same phenomenon--deciding which of two spheres

rolling down a ramp is,the most powerful; the major difference between the

two tasks concerns how the information is presented..

Alli,-responses'were sqpred,either success or failure.

Experiment 1

p
a study reported elsewhere (Leviree 6 Linn, 1977) the developmental

characteristics of these tasks were assessed. This study, is reported to

establish the generalizability and stability'nf the tasks. Sixty' subjects

age 12, 14, and 16 in a come ehens ve school near London,'were randomly

selected to participate in the st y.' The two tasks were administered in

a single interview session. Results are shown in Figure 1. As can be c-

significant effects for age were found on both tasks (Controlling z = 2.79,

p<.01; Screen z = 3.18, p<.01.) The unexpected findirig that Screengiwas

JO
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'considerably more difficult than Controlling for 12-year-olds but nat.

older subjects is hypothesized tcxreflect either a change in functioriing

or some ,special experiences (Levine & Linn, 1977).. It seerec1747Fw?Oitate

to replicate the - -study using 13 and 15-year-old subjects.

^1nsert Figure 4 about here.

Experiment 11

The purpose of this study was to generalize the findings of Eiperiment

1 to 13 and 15 year-olds to demonstrate task stability and to investigate

the hypothesis that the conflicting information in Screen might result' in*

an. - interaction batween cognitive style and question context. Sipco the

information 'in Screen is presented in a conflicting context: in the sense

that the results of the experi'ment are emphasized -but are not relevant

. .
to the solution,. it seemed reasonable'to hypothesize thatcogrqtive style

might influence performance. in particular the hypothesis is that poor

performance on Screen is more likely for field dependent subjects than

for fiele independent Subjects.

Subjects were 125 randomly selected seventh and ninth grade students

-in a rural, blue-collar area in Northern California. All:subjetts received

thepOrtable Rod and Frame Test as a measure of cognitive style followed

by Controlling and Screen.

As shown in Figure 1, 1.3.and 15-year-olds performed as predicted:

4
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15-year-olds scored almost exactly°between 14 and 16-year-olds,-13-year-

olds just below 14-year-olds. Age differences -were signitifcant gor

Controlling .(X2 = 4.0, p <.05) and Screen (X2 = 8.9, p<.01). also,

13-year-olds performed slightly but not significantly better on Controlling

than on Screen, similar to the performance of 12-year-olds in Experiment I.
-r

However, these findings more reasonably suggest that 12-year-olds_in

Experiment I performed unexpectedly well on COntrolling and as would be

predicted for Screed.'1te hypothesis is that some aspect of the school.

1program for the 12-year-olds' in Experiment l'accoOts for their perfOrmance

on Controlling. Information re14,vant to this hypothesis s gathered in Experiment 111

Results for the cognitive style dimension are shown in Figure 2. The.

9 subjects scoring above. 41 tin the Portable Rod and Frame were considered

Field Dependent. The 15 scoring below 15 were considered Field Independent.

.The groups included equal numbers of males and equal numbers of 157yearolds.

..As can be Seen; no differences inperformance on Controlling are found for
O. I,

the extreme cognitive style groups but field dependent subjects perform

significantly less well .than fieldindependent subjects on Screen (p <.05,

Fisher test). It apppars that the conflicting context for the information

in_Screen in
interactionwith cognitive style; no such interactiun occurs for

Controlling. Since cognitive style does not interact with Controlling, it-
.

is.hypothesized that the conflicting. cont'ext in Screen affects subjects'

performance on a separation of variables task such that the separation of

variables schetha is not invoked., Thus, for fieT d.dependent-subjeCts compe-
.

*tence in,using the separation of variables'Schema is not a factorin per-

formance qp Screen.

Insert Figure 2 aboutjlere
.



iExperiment 1 1 1

4,
1,perlment 11 suggested that cognitive'style interacts with the

embeddedness of information in the Screen. It was hypothesized that tp-is. ,

was a performance .rather than a cOmpetencelinteraction. If it is a per-
.

\

formance interaction, then braining on "the separation of variables schema

will not change the relationship between cognitive style and performance on
.

Screen.
.

. -

The results of Experiment 11 suggest that the performance of 12-year-

olds on Controllig-in Experiment 1 may be due to some kind of school

.experience. This hypothesis is iffvtigated in Experiment ill by training

12-year-old subjects to use the separation ofvariables schema.

In Experiment III the procedure was to take a.group of 60 12-year-loid
. _

.

students, assess their cognitive style 'using the Portable `Rod and. Frame,

randomly assign them to three experimental'conditions, provide different

types of training for each.group,'and then administer gontrolling-and

Screen. Subjects were middle-class,
4
racially-mixed sixth graders in a

Northern Cal ifornia.schoOl.

Training 4

Training consisted of the Piagetian Pendulum Task to assure: that the

three groups were equivalent in the:r ability.to control variables, and then

one proCedure for each of the three croups: 'Details are givenlelsewhere\

(Linn, Note i). Group I received "intervention": The subjects attended
,.

six 15-minute training sessions in which the concepts Of variables, critit. .

ctzing an experiment, and controlling an experiment were introduced using .

.

the lecture demonStration approach, Group II received what.is called the

"simultaneous" program:. intervention plus twelve 45-minute session
.

) /
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where subjects carried out experiments using equipment on their own.

Group III (controls) received the twelve 45-minute experimentation

sessions only. In summary, the three conditions were: intervention alone,

experimentation plus intervention, or experimentation alone.

Results and -Discussion

As shown in Figure 3, the group receiving intervention was sup4rior

to the others (X2 = R.02, ifr.<.01.) on Controlling. No significant differ:

47i

ences-between groups on Screen were found. This.suggests that traning on

application,of the separation of variables sChemi does not generalize to

questions involving cr:Iclictifig information suporting the performance-
.

competence hypothesis. It is possible that training'specifically con-

cerned with setytion.of informationfrom colflIcting contexts would

afirt perforce on Screeh.

-Insert Figure about here

Comparison o
IP
f control Group 111 12-year-olds in Experiment 111 to 12-=year-

%

I

oldsin Experiment 1, is difficult since the populations are not compdrable.,

It 'is clear, however, that control 12*-yer-olds perform equally well on

; Controlling and Screen while trained 12-Year-olds do better on Controli.dg

than on Screen. These results suggest that the surpriAingly successful

performance of 12- year-olds on Cexitrolling in Ekperimeht 1 might well' be due

to specific school experiences.
.

It should be noted; that the .outcome for Group 11 (intervention plus
,.,

k. .

. .

experimeqtation)-is not as anticipatedsubjects in this condition were no
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better than control subjects()As discussed elsewhere (Linn, Note .4), it

ig possible that the intervention conflicted with the experimentation,

thui providing subjects with a confusing'view of controlling variables,

Cognitive stylewas investigated by usinc, subjects in Groups I and Il

and comparing performance of the 10, subjects scoring above 41 to per-

formance of the 10 subjects scoring below 15 as was done in Experiment

,Since subjects were assigned at random, extreme scorers =prised eqUal

numbers of subjects from the two groups. In addition; the extreme scorers

Shad equal numbers of males. As can be seen in Figure 2, results for

Experiment III replicated the findings of,Experiment II. As in Experiment

II, the differences in performance for field dependent versus field

independent individuals was Significant for ,Screen (p <.05, Fisher test)

but not for Controlling.

Does training on the separation of variables strategy alterthe inter-
. .

,action between task context and cognitive style? Evidence from the trained

subjectseuggestr*that it does not, although the stall numbers involved

make,definite conclus-ions difficult. Of the 4 field dependent trained

subjects, one succeeded on Screen and 3 succeeded on Controlling. Of the

5 field independent trainedsUbjects all succeeded on Controlling and 3 of

5 succeeded on Screen. .Thus performance on Screen' was comparable to that

of untrained subjeOts while performance'on controlling reflect the success

of the training, lending further support to the perfor ce competence

hypothesis.

Conclusions

The three experiments reported here indicate an interesting anomaly

between performance on two tasks which ostensibly involve the lame schema,



namely, separationof_liariables as defined by Piaget. These results suggest

that cognitive style and context interact and thatcTgnitive.style

influences f:ome aspects of formal thought but not others. The major

characterklic whiCh differentiates Controlling and Screen concerns the

confiicti-n4 available information. These results more clearly define the

type of.,question context which, can be considered cenflictihg. In particular

the results of 'an uncontrolled experiment interfered with the ability of

field dependent subjects to apply the separation of.variables schema.

The result,; suggest that whereas performance in conflicting contexts

is influenced by cognitive style, it is Mso clear that use of the Separation,

of variables schema, is independent of cognitive style in contexts without

embedded informations- ThOs one contriebUting ,factor in the low correlations

betWeen performance On formal reasoning tasks may be question context rattier

than comprehension of the necessary schema.
t

These results are consistent with Pascual-Leone's finding (Note 1)-

that field dependent subjects have difficulty with tasks which involve

conflicting strategies and elaborate the findings of Dale (Note 5) and

Neimark (1975) who suggest that cognitive style interacts with formal

operational thought.

These results suggest the existence of three groups of subjects

within a single age: those who are able to control on\both Ramp and,
- .

Screen; those whO can control on Ramp but not on Screen1"-and thoie who

cannot control. -The group who can Control on Ramp but not Screen is

characterized by field dependency;

r.

,A strict Piagetian interpretation, would only consider subjects who

controlled on both tasks to possess the controlling scheme:. If only
-.

/
e.

1

those who control on both tasks, are considered to possess the scheme then
4

the'training would be viewed, unsuccessful: This would be consistent
., .

1.4
I1



with Piagat's statements concerning the IrMited value of training in.fus-
"

tering logical thinking.

Another way to conceptualize this situation is to view cognitive

style as a stable pel-sonality trait: It may be that the deVelopment of

field dependent subjects differS from that of field independent subjects,.

By not separating these populations it is poss.ible to confound development

wi..h personality style,

Because Piaget's data gathering style does--not.examtra-IndlcildUal

differences and doe's not look at age as a predictor of perforthdrIce, con-

7

(founding of develoment/c4ith individual Oiffeeences.may have contributed

to replication problems. Piaget's (Inhelder an' Piaget, 1958) distinction

in the transition from concrete to formai thought between reasoning abrut

real events as opposed to reasoning about all possil;ie.events reflectsspv

a developmental trend but a personality characteristic. That is field

dependent subjects' tend to Limit, their reasoning to. real events (the results

of screen) whilefield independent subjects consider all the possible ways

the results could have been achieved.y This conceptualization is surely'

undercomplicated but is a possible confounding of crossectional reseiirch

studies which deserves further investigation. Some support for this con-

ceptualization comes from the success of.Case (19.74 in :leaching field in-

dependent but not field dependent 8 year Olds the separation of variables_

schema.

12
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Figure 1. Performance of 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16-year-old
subjects.
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Figure 2, Performance-of field dependent and field
independent subjects.
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Figure 3. Performance of trained and untrained 12-year-old
,,uPjeCts in Experiment II.


